NH Publishing Ltd. Recommend a Colleague Terms & Conditions
Referring a colleague is a great way to tell others about Network Health Digest
(NHD). As with all offers, there are a few rules so everyone plays fair. Here they are:
ELIGIBILITY
The following terms and conditions apply to successful refer-a-colleague
entries.
This promotion will run from 27th March 2019 until 30th April 2019 or until 300
successful entries have been received, whichever is first.
NHD subscribers can do the following:


You can refer multiple colleagues. Referred colleagues must not have a current
subscription to NHD and must fulfil our usual subscription eligibility criteria.



You must only have one NHD subscription yourself and you can’t refer yourself.
Sorry!

As a referred colleague, you can…


subscribe to NHD as long as you have not had a subscription to NHD before. You
can start referring your own colleagues as soon as you have an NHD subscription
in place.

LET’S TALK REWARDS
When referring colleagues, NHD subscribers will receive a one-time £10 Amazon or M&S
gift card of their choice sent to their email address, once a referred colleague has
successfully passed the NHD subscription criteria.
Referred colleagues receive a free 2-year subscription to Network Health Digest,
currently 9 magazines a year sent to their preferred address, two of which are digitalonly issues accessed at www.NHDmag.com. The subscription includes NH-eNews Alerts
(NH-eNews Bulletin, CPD eArticles, industry news and updates). Subscriptions cannot be
cancelled within the two-year subscription period.
About the Refer a Friend rewards


The gift cards and discounts have no official monetary value and can’t be
exchanged, transferred, redeemed, replaced or refunded for cash by NHD.



Gift cards last for the duration as specified by either Amazon or Marks and
Spencer and are issued using the providers own terms and conditions. Once the
gift cards are issued, NHD cannot replace or exchange to a different provider.

What if…



NHD receives more than 300 successful recommend-a-colleague subscriptions?
NHD will endeavour to close the recommend-a-colleague promotion or have the
right to change the incentive to meet with demand.



NHD decides to make an exception to the Terms & Conditions?
This is rare and the Terms & Conditions remain unchanged for all other instances.



Rules or incentives change or end?
It’s not often, but this can happen. If it does, NHD will reflect the changes here.



Privacy is a concern?
Rest assured, our Refer a colleague program uses our website Privacy Policy and
Terms & Conditions, ensuring that everyone is completely safe.

Want to start referring and earning? Yes, please!(click here…)

